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Boston ,  USA

PROFESSIONAL  EXPERIENCE

Marketing  Director  -  Social  Media  

Laureate    |  2014  -  Present  

Responsible  for  lead  generation ,  brand  awareness ,  nurturing ,  

and  engagement  for  several  brands ,  with  a  combined  

fan/follower  count  of  over  2 .5  million  people .  Responsible  for  

exponential  growth  in  audience ,    leads  and  conversions .  All  

social  advertising  managed  internally .  Coordinated  the  

development  of  cross  channel  marketing  and  social  media  

campaigns  with  vendors  and  internal  key  stakeholders .

Digital  Marketing  and  Fundraising  Coordinator  

Action  Against  Hunger  |  2011-2014  

In  charge  of  all  online  activity  for  Action  Against  Hunger ,

including :  project  management ,  fundraising  campaigns ,

branding  campaigns ,  email  marketing ,  SEO ,  SEM ,  remarketing ,

social  media ,  budget  management ,  strategy  planning  and

execution .    Very  results-oriented ,  with  strict ,  quantifiable

objectives .  Ran  the  most  popular  fundraising  campaign  ever  in

Spain ,  'Experimento  Comparte ' ,  winner  of  the  best  fundraising

campaign  worldwide  for  2011 .  

Web  Project  Manager  

IE  Business  School  |  2009  -  2011  

Ran  the  university 's  Social  Media  channels .  Was  featured  in

Financial  Times  as  one  of  the  Business  Schools  that  did  it  best

in  Social  Media ,  way  before  it  became  the  industry  norm .  Was

project  manager  for  the  new  website  of  IE  University .

Managed  relationship  with  web  agency ,  making  sure  that  all

internal  stakeholders  were  successfully  represented  on  the

new  website .  Also  handled  Eduportal  budget ,  and  managed

vendor  relationships  to  increase  lead  generation .    

Digital Marketing Leader with 15+ years of experience in Social Media, SEO, 

Media Buying, Email Marketing, and running 360° Digital Campaigns. 

Customer centric, results orientated,  innovative with a deep knowledge of 

digital best practices.  Experienced in developing and implementing 

multi-channel marketing strategies that promote growth, engagement, 

conversion, nurturing, and retention.

LANGUAGES

English - Native 

Italian - Native 

French - Native 

Spanish - Fluent 

Dutch - A2

http://www.jonathanbuffard.com/
http://mailto:giovinezza@gmail.com/
https://wa.me/31623236884
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanbuffard/
https://twitter.com/the_cellar_door
https://www.instagram.com/thecellardoor/


REFERENCES

"Jonathan is an expert in the social media field and has the emotional intelligence to manage 

a team for success. I’ve known Jonathan for just under two years, during which time he was 

part of my team in charge of Social Media activities to increase the reach and scale of the 

business while controlling costs. I’ve been impressed by his ability to take the time to listen 

and understand a problem before acting on it, particularly when it comes to the context for it, 

so he can organize his resources for best impact toward a useful, prompt resolution. Jonathan 

uses metrics wisely while consulting with team members about direction/tool improvements. 

Jonathan is receptive to new tools and constantly pushes his team toward new approaches 

with an eye to both staff development and overall team development. He understands how 

to bring disparate personalities together into a coherent whole. Jonathan is an asset to any 

position requiring an experienced Social Media Director (or above) and comes with my 

heartfelt recommendation."

"Since Jonathan joined Laureate he has significantly enhanced the presence of social media 

internally and externally. The quality of his work is outstanding, he has a great fun personality, 

is very pleasant to work with and gets things done without (seemingly) alot of stress and 

drama. I would not hesitate to recommend Jonathan but hope that he stays with us at 

Laureate because we need him!"

"Working with Jonathan Buffard has been one of the best experiences in my professional life. 

His capacity to involve you in projects and daily work in such a motivating way is really hard to 

find. With a constant focus on objectives, Jonathan always knew how to create an 

atmosphere of trust which maximized the team’s ability to work and learn. He was always 

available to share his know-how and to offer that extra push to create more efficient ways of 

working. Jonathan knows how to connect as a manager, to guide and lead his team towards 

shared goals. I especially want to emphasize his capacity for active listening and his creativity. 

I really believe he’s a born leader, for his ability to successfully interact with everybody at all 

levels, as well as his capacity to organize and analyze. "

"I thoroughly enjoyed every opportunity I got to work with Jonathan. As a project-leader he 

is passionate, opinionated, curious, brilliant and fully aware of his competencies but always 

flexible and willing to accept constructive criticism. As a colleague he continuously raised 

the positive energy in the meeting-rooms, both with his wit and his contagious drive. I 

recommend him without reservation and would welcome any opportunity to work with 

Jonathan again."

"Jonathan is an expert in his field and a great team lead. He is highly creative and able to bring 

together seemingly unrelated concepts together in an amazing harmony. In the ever-changing 

world of Social Media, he is always up-to-date with the latest advancements and finds the best 

ways to implement them to an existing strategy... I couldn’t be luckier to have worked with 

him for nearly two years as my director. He gives his teammates the freedom and guidance to 

be proactive and is ever encouraging for them to come up with their own projects and 

implement them. His emotional intelligence is very high and he is great at establishing trust 

with his team members and bringing out the best potential in those around him. He is one of 

the most positive people I’ve had the chance to meet and it would be both a joy and a great 

professional experience for anyone to work with him."
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